
Please meet Clare. Clare’s been an RN at her facility for over

6 years. She loves the residents and she knows them very

well. She is kind, caring and diligent with her every day

tasks. So much so, that she’s been asked to step into an

ACFI coordinator role. Clare’s always one for a challenge so

she’s dived right in but is really feeling the pressure as the

only coordinator onsite. 

Driving the ACFI process can be overwhelming at the best

of times and she knows she can’t do it alone. So every day,

Clare gets out there to speak to her team about the

residents they care for. And every day, she shows her team

how their input goes a long way toward funding care that

the residents need. Clare’s efforts are paying off as her team

become more aware of changing care needs. 

She goes home knowing that she’s made a difference in her

own way and that she’s not so alone after all.

MEET CLARE

For more information please contact

info@mirusaustralia.com

Clare

Strength in numbers.

Reinforce knowledge,

reduce costs + reach

your workforce for only

5 minutes a day!

Please note: Clare is based on a real

person who attended a course at

Mirus Australia. Thank you for

inspiring us "Clare."

I am not

alone!

MEET CLARE



MIRUS MICROMIRUS MICRO

Reach your workforce for

only 5 minutes a day!

100% remote learning

platform

Revenue, Admissions,

Workforce Management

content expertise by Mirus

Australia

For more information please contact us info@mirusaustralia.com

Provide flexible + bite-sized learning to your workforce

Your staff don't need to leave their workplace

Pin-point knowledge gaps in your team quickly 

Reportable improvements in knowledge visible overtime

Learning through your own mobile device 

Cloud based platform no downloading of apps required

Assess knowledge gaps with an initial assessment

See improvements in knowledge across a 3 week

campaign (3 questions per day)

Case scenario questions test knowledge on

themes:

RAW Series:* 

Revenue Management

- Understand your role in delivering assessed care

needs

- Understand the link between clinical documentation

and ACFI funding

- Learn what observations may indicate a change in

resident care needs

- Understand your role in documenting and reporting

changing care needs

- Learn what documentation is required and best

practice documentation principles across the 3 ACFI

domains

CPD Points:  

2 hours

Investment: 

$175 + GST per person

Participants: 

Minimum of 10 to unlimited participants

Duration + Delivery:

Total of 2 hours of micro-learning across a 3 week

campaign 

Learner access:

Learning platform through their mobile device

Target Audience: 

Personal Care Workers, Enrolled Nurses, Registered

Nurses who complete progress notes and charting that

are used in ACFI claims

*RAW: Revenue Management, Admissions Management and

Workforce Management for financial sustainbiity in aged care


